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UNIVERSITY OF CALICUT

Abstract

CDC- Reallocation of seats among the optional subjects in BEd programme in training colleges - Syndicate Resolution

No.2019.128* dated 16.03.2019- implemented- orders issued.

CDC-A

Read:-1.U.O.No.586/2019/Admn dated 14.01.2019.

2.Syndicate Resolution No.2019.128* dated 16.03.2019

3.Orders of Vice Chancellor on 20.03.2019.

ORDER

    Re-allocation of seats among the optional subjects of BEd programme is permissible, as contained in

the U.O.No.1577/2016/Admn dated 12/02/2016, subject to the condition that maximum intake in the optional

does not exceed 40% of the total sanctioned strength. Based on the above, when there are greater demand for

certain optional subjects and less demand for some other optionals,Teacher Training Colleges are being
permitted to reallocate seats from the optional subjects of less demand to the optionals of greater demand
subject to the conditions stipulated as per the aforementioned University Order.

    2. The sanctioned strength of a programme is decided by assessing several parameters like space,teaching

faculty, student teacher ratio etc. in order to ensure the quality of education. Any change in the sanctioned

strength / intake of students should reflect in the parameters, with proportionate increase, in order to see that

the quality of education is not compromised.

    3. As per the reference read as first above, a Syndicate sub-committee has been constituted for detailed

study of norms for re-allocation of BEd seats to be followed. The sub-committee recommended to limit the re-

allocation of optional subject to a maximum of 40% of the sanctioned strength of the optionals concerned w.e.f

2019 admission onwards. The recommendation of the sub-committe was placed before the Syndicate for

consideration and appropriate action.

    4. The Syndicate meeting held on 16/03/2019 considered and approved the above matter. The Syndicate

further resolved that the DoA shall intimate the schedule of the re-allocation and the colleges concerned shall

issue press release in the leading dailies prior to re-allocaton. Also, re-allocation shall not be granted to the

same optionals in continuous years.

    5. The Vice Chancellor has accorded sanction on 20/03/2019 to implement the above resolutions of the

Syndicate. The following orders are, therefore, issued.



 

Sunder Rajan.K

Assistant Registrar 

 Forwarded / By Order 

Section Officer 

a. The re-allocation of optional subject is limited to a maximum of 40% of the sanctioned strength of

the optionals concerned w.e.f 2019 admission onwards.

b. Directorate of Admissions (DoA) shall intimate the schedule of the re-allocation and the colleges

concerned shall issue press release in the leading dailies prior to re-allocaton of seats among

optional subjects.

c. Re-allocation shall not be granted to the same optionals in continuous years.   

    6. University Order 1577/2016/Admn dated 12/02/2016 is modified to this extent.

    7. Syndicate Resolution 2019.128* dated 16/03/2019 is, thus, implemented. 

 

Orders are issued accordingly.

To

1. Director, Directorate of Admissions.

2. All affiliated Training colleges (For compliance. The copies of the news paper advertisements

(whole page) shall also be enclosed along with the application for re-allocation.)

3. To All seats in CDC (with request to communicate the matter to all Training colleges related with

their sections)

4. The System Analyst, Digital Wing

Copy to:PA to CE/JCE-5/AR & SO. DoA/SF.


